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Tracing the Flight of the Beast in "The Dog Stars"
By Klaus Truemper
Experimental Aircraft Association!
"The Dog Stars" is a terrific sci-fi
book by Peter Heller. Set in a postapocalyptic world, it tells the story of a
survivor pilot who with his Cessna 182
Skylane, affectionately called the
Beast, tries to make a difference. The
author is himself a pilot and has made
sure that all technical discussions are
correct, down to the minutest detail
such as pulling mixture control.
We are not giving anything away by
saying that the story begins at the Erie
airport (EIK), which is just a few miles
NW of Denver, CO. You learn that on
the first few pages of the book. We are
also not spoiling your reading of the
book by saying that a trip going west
from Erie across the Rockies becomes
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important. That trip intrigued us to the
point where we drew the course on a
Denver sectional, using the detailed
narration in the book to identify waypoints.
Now we are not going to tell what
happens on that trip of the book and where
it terminates. Instead, we will just talk
about our route, which followed much of
the flight described in the book, except that
we reversed direction and started at a
different airport. The reason for the
reversal is simple. The Rockies typically
have westerly winds. If we start in Denver,
we must climb rapidly from 5,000 ft to
14,000 ft, all the while suffering from the
downdraft produced by the westerly winds
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September 6th Chapter Meeting

Sept 14th Board Meeting
The next BOD meeting will be held on Wednesday Sep 14th at
the Farmers Branch Manske Library at 7:00 PM. A summary of
the minutes from the August BOD meeting recorded by Jim
Canniff are as follows:

The August Chapter meeting will
be on Tues Sep 6th at the
Farmers Branch Library,
located on the northwest
corner of Webb Chapel and
Golfing Green Dr. The
meeting will be held in the
auditorium and begin at
6:30 p.m. with socializing
and coffee. The program
will begin promptly at 7
p.m. and finish by 9:00 p.m.

Officers/Directors in Attendance: Michael Stephan, Jim
Canniff, Mel Asberry, Ann Asberry, Norm Biron, Bruce Fuller
and Sam Cooper.
Chapter Meetings
Sept 6, Oct 4, Nov 1,
Board of Directors Meetings
Sept 14, Oct 12, Nov 9, Dec14

GENERAL MEETING, SPEAKER / SUBJECT

This month we will welcome
back Mike Montefusco giving another
Wings seminar.

September 6: Tentative: Mike Montefusco: GA Jeopardy
(WINGS Credit)

The presentation will be an interactive covering many
General Aviation topics called “GA Jeopardy”. Norm
attended the event in Denton a few month’s back and said it
was very fun while also informative. So, bring your
thinking caps and play along. Should be a real fun night.

September Fly-in Events
By Michael Stephan

Popular local events to put on your schedule. Candidates
for this month (more info on page 10)
Sept 3 Lancaster - Warbirds on Parade

CHAPTER FLY OUT
No chapter fly out was planned. We will continue to
participate in the various local activities.
TREASURER REPORT
Sam discussed the Treasurer’s Report for June. There were
1 new member and 0 membership renewals. We have 62
paid members now with numerous renewals due in July and
August.
OLD BUSINESS
•

Sept 10 Sulphur Springs - EAA 1094 Fall Fly In

Michael continues working on advertisers for the
newsletter. There has been $200 collected so far.

Sept 17 Waco (TSTC) - Heart of Texas Airshow

NEW BUSINESS

Sept 24 Terrell - Flights of our Fathers Fly-in/Airshow

•

A replacement for the current membership database
was extensively discussed. Norm presented a list of
possible requirements for discussion. He suggested a
relational database instead of a flat file. One possibility
is the online service “Wild Apricot” which would run
$40.00/mo for our needs. Michael will work with Norm
to set up a trial implementation of Wild Apricot to
evaluate. For immediate needs the raw data in the
current data base will be obtained from Clay and sent
to Sam.

•

The Board discussed officer elections. Candidates so
far are : Pres: none,VP: Ann Asberry, Sec.: Pete Miller,
Trea.: Sam Cooper

•

The Christmas Party has been finalized. Dec 5 at
Outback in Plano 5:30-10:00

Coming Soon in October:

Friday - Saturday, Oct 7-8 - Texas Antique Airplane
Association's 54th Annual Fly-in - Gainesville, TX
Friday - Sunday, Oct 14-16 - 18th Annual Safety Seminar
Fly/Splash In - Cedar Mills
Saturday, Oct 15- EAA Chapter 1246 Annual Chili Cookoff Fly In - McKinney, TX
Friday - Sunday, Oct 28-30 - 2016 Wings Over Dallas
WWII Airshow - (RBD) Dallas, TX

Chapter Name Tags Available
If you would like to order your own name tag you
can place your order with the Treasurer, Sam Cooper.
Name tags are $5 each (when we order a minimum of 5),
payable when the order is placed.
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as disqualifier for flying. So, for the pilots who have these
medical conditions and believe that they are fit to fly, what
has changed?

Medical Reform, Law of the land
By Norm Biron

The new medical reform law has introduced new
problems that the FAA must address in the implementation.
How to enforce the law! How do they ensure that pilots and
state licensed physicians are complying with the law?
Private physicians do not report to the FAA and do not have
to perform these examinations for pilots and certify that he
or she is fit to fly. The FAA has no control over these
physicians like it has with the FAA Medical Examiners.

After many years of fighting
for aviation medical reform, it
is the law of the land and the
FAA has one year to create
rules and regulations
implementing the law. Pilots
and aviation associations are
rejoicing and celebrating their
accomplishment in finally
getting medical reform.
Problems with the aviation medical program have been
around for longer than I have been flying. Most of those
problems related to pilots who had medical issues but
believed that they were fit to fly and were finding it
agonizing and costly to get an FAA medical. The aviation
associations representing those pilots responded to those
complaints by asking and petitioning the FAA to address
these issues. When it became clear that the FAA and TSA
were not going to address the issues they turned to congress
to force the FAA to respond to the problems. A few senators
were willing to work with the aviation associations and
legislation was introduced, building on the success of the
sport pilot medical, in the Senate that had the potential for
true aviation medical reform and reduce the size of the
bureaucracy currently administrating this program. The
proposed legislation however was substantially changed in
order to obtain enough support in congress to pass the
legislation. These changes introduced complications in the
proposed legislation that ensured that the FAA bureaucracy
currently in place to support the current aviation medical
remained in place. The changes additionally created new
problems in administrating and enforcing the new law that
the FAA must address in the supporting regulations.

Medical reform is now the law and pilots will be required
to comply. It remains to be seen if this reform will address
the original medical problems pilots had with the FAA.

2017 Chapter Officer Nominations
By Sam Cooper

The elections for the 2017 Officer positions will be held
during our October 4th Chapter Meeting. As this issue of
Hangar Echoes went to press, the nominees were as
follows:
President
Vice President Ann Asberry
Treasurer Sam Cooper
Secretary Pete Miller
Prior to the election, nominations from the floor for
additional candidates will be accepted at both the
September and October Chapter Meetings. The current
Board of Directors would like to thank these members for
stepping forward to serve the Chapter.

For most pilots who have no problems taking and passing
the FAA medical every 24 months, the new medical reform
law will do away with the hassle and expense of the FAA
medical evaluation. The new law however still requires that
those pilot take an on line medical training course every
two years and submit to a medical exam, from a private
physician, every four years. Depending on how the FAA
implements this new law most of these pilots will be happy
with this medical reform.

Expressions in
Thread

Charlo1e Coe, Co-Owner
Sid Smith, Co-Owner
2951 Furneaux Lane
Carrollton, TX 75007

urbanangels915@yahoo.com
214.952.1922

For pilots who have a medical conditions preventing them
from flying, some of their problems are not going away.
The law does not do away with the FAA medical. All noncommercial private pilots will still be required to get at
least one FAA medical. Pilots with certain medical
condition will still need to show the FAA that they are
medically okay to fly and some pilots with certain medical
conditions may still be required to take periodic medical
exams. Pilots who develop certain cardiac, neurological or
mental health conditions will need a one-time-only special
issuance for the condition from the FAA. Certain
medications which are not allowed by the FAA will remain
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Dog Stars Continued
across the mountains. There is no way that our
Zenith 601HDS, with 80 hp Rotax 912 engine, can
do this.

Generally, our route goes northeast, but has a number of twists
and turns so that we see a number of canyons carved by various
rivers.

We begin at Montrose, CO, which is NOT the
terminal location of the flight in the book. We had
reached Montrose after tracing the Dolores River
from Cortez, CO. That trip is described in a separate
post.
The takeoff at 7:30 am at Montrose goes well. The
air is still cool, and the plane accelerates rapidly, lifts
off, and climbs at more than 500 ft/min. Turning
north, we quickly pick up the Gunnison River. Due
to the blinding sun rising in the East, the river
glistens like molten silver.

Route from Montrose, CO, left bottom, to Erie, CO, right top.

We know that we must climb eventually to 14,000 ft.
Accordingly, we have added altitude markers to the sectional that
tell how high we must be where. We take care that the route
segment with flight beyond 12,500 ft will not take more than the
legal limit of 30 min. We do not carry oxygen since we had hiked
in Colorado a few weeks earlier
up to 13,000 ft. If we can climb
up to that altitude, we surely
can sit in a plane at 14,000 ft
and fiddle with buttons and
switches without ill effect.
At Bowie, CO, we turn east
and follow the North Fork
Gunnison River.

Gunnison River north of Montrose, CO.
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Continuing north, we cross
the 9,000 ft McClure Pass, then
follow the valley of the Crystal
River to Carbondale, CO. Just
as we exit the valley, we do a
gentle 360 deg turn to take in
the scenery. The valley of the
Crystal River lies to the South.
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Crystal River south of
Carbondale, CO.
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Nearby to the east is Mt. Sopris at 12,953 ft. It is still
higher than us at 11,000 ft. But as we continue to
climb, such mountains will soon be below us.

At Dotsero, CO, we pick up and follow the Colorado River in
northeasterly direction.

Mt. Sopris, 12,953 ft, south of Carbondale, CO.

Colorado River north of Dotsero, CO.

Carbondale is embedded in green fields. If it weren't
for the winters, this would be a beautiful place to live.

The mountains are rising, and so are we. Shortly before
Kremmling, CO, we begin the climb from 12,500 ft to 14,000 ft.
So far, we have climbed at 4,600 rpm and 65 kts at a quite
reduced power setting. Now we increase this to 4,700 rpm, but
drop to 60 kts. This produces a steady climb to 14,000 ft. At that
point, we test the limit of the engine. We go to full power, hold
the speed at 60 kts, and watch the climb rate. Lo and behold, we
still get 250 ft/min. A quick calculation tells the density altitude
is 16,500 ft, and that the engine at full throttle puts out a meager
30 hp. So, with 30 hp, the plane climbs 250 ft/min at 16,500 ft
density altitude! Amazing, and not in small part due to the fact
that we have maybe 30 lbs of luggage, tools, etc., while
remaining fuel weighs about 80 lbs.
At 14,000 ft, we can see quite far. Far below are the ski slopes
of Winter Park.

Carbondale, CO.

We proceed northeast towards Gypsum, CO, but
bypass the airport traffic area of the controlled airport.

Ski slopes of Winter Park CO
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Turning east at the 11,671 ft Rollins Pass, we
slow down and savor the scenery. The cover photo
is the view north.
Instead of landing at the Erie airport, we proceed
to Greeley, CO, with two long runways offset by 90
deg. Refueling at noon, we decide to start the trip
home to Dallas.
A surprise comes up in the broad expanse of
Kansas. We have seen signs of aliens in Texas and
New Mexico before. Now we have evidence of
aliens in Kansas, not in the form of crop circles, but
of dirt circles, a novel means of alien
communication. We first cannot make out the
drawing, but when we later turn the photo upside
down, the meaning becomes clear.
Peter Heller's Cessna 182, the role model for the Beast in
"The Dog Stars"

suggesting that great book. Second, whenever you have
time, fire up your plane and fly the Colorado high country.
It's a trip you will never forget.
Coda
When we emailed this post to Peter Heller, he responded:
Klaus,
How cool that you flew the route. This is one of the coolest
responses to the novel I've received. Every one of your
photos brought a memory--I've seen the country from that
angle many times. Thanks very much for sharing this with
me, and on your post. And happy flying, and reading!
Alien dirt circles in a large field, displayed upside down.

There is nothing to be frightened about: The drawing
shows the Atlantic City boardwalk with setting sun.
Evidently, aliens have become masters of artful
communication.
Every article has a message. Here, we have two of them.
First, if you have not read Heller's book, by all means do so.
It's a terrific story. Every person to whom my wife or I have
recommended the book, has come back thanking us for

All best,
Peter Heller
Author:
The Dog Stars - from Vintage
The Painter - from Knopf
Contributing Editor: Outside, Men's Journal
peterheller.net

Newsletter Archives Online
www.eaa168.org/wp/recent-newsletters/

US Sport Aircraft

www.ussportaircraft.com

Elevate Your Experience...
4700 Airport Pkwy

Office: 972.735.9099

Addison, TX 75001
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Getting to Oshkosh Air Venture 2016 and Back Home in a Cessna 140
By Glenn Snyder

I’m sure that most of you read Michael Stephan’s
story about going to Oshkosh in August 2016 Hangar
Echoes, “Getting there is an Adventure”, and of
course Norm Biron’s story about Not getting to
Oshkosh.
My story is getting to Oshkosh in a 1946 Cessna
140. Planning began in June when I replaced brake
pads on my Cleveland brakes and cleaned and
repacked the main gear wheel bearings. The oil only
had 15 hours since last oil and filter change, so I
thought it would make it to OSH and back ok.
After my last trip to Sulphur Springs in July for
lunch with fellow chapter pilot Bob Newton, I
topped off fuel at Sherman and returned to home base at
Aero Country (T-31). The following week I began packing
up my C-140, “Wild Thang” with tent, sleeping bag, air
mattress, chair and extra oil and oil and gas additives TCP
and Marvel Mystery oil. I still believe in that stuff!
Since I had a 10 day “kitchen pass” from wife Sandy, my
departure date for OSH was July 23-25, hoping for a good
WX day and favorable tail winds. A 10-15 MPH tail wind
gives me a 115 MPH ground speed which is nice.
Thinking Saturday July 23 was going to be the best WX
day, I finished getting last minute items together and had
plane packed and ready to go on Friday. Total baggage and

Cruising above the Clouds at 4000 ft
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cooler weight was 100 lbs. With full fuel, me and baggage
I was right at 1450 lbs max gross weight.
Up at 4 am Sat and wife Sandy drops me off at Aero
Country airport at 5:15. A slight South breeze. Life is
good, a tail wind. Get WX briefing- low ceilings forecast
for north central Iowa and Wisconsin. Anxious to get
going, I depart Aero Country in the dark at 5:45 and take
heading to Neosha, Missouri, my first fuel stop and 280
miles away. The sun comes up at about 6:30 and I’m
cruising along at 115 mph at 3500 ft crossing into
Oklahoma. My great adventure is beginning. Life is really
good!
Passing East of Tulsa I chat with others going to
Oshkosh on 122.75, some that I would meet again at
OSH.
Second fuel stop was Fort Madison, Iowa. Not a
big place but the self serve fuel price was right. On
toward Davenport, Iowa, a way point, I was
monitoring 122.75 and heard a familiar voice. It
was Ken Krebaum and Michael Stephan discussing
the weather ahead. They had passed me even though
I had more than a 2 hour head start. Ken proposed
that they go east at Davenport and come into the
Oshkosh area from the south east, ahead of the
storms. I decided to stop at Davenport which turned
out to be a good decision. Me and at least 25 others
on their way to OSH had the same idea. We all
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cooled our heels in the lobby of the FBO and watched radar
weather the rest of the afternoon while getting acquainted.
It turned out that OSH was IFR and closed due to the
storms. The FBO line guy, Justin Brammer, offered 5 of us
the use of his personal car for the night so we could find a
motel. So the five of us, four from Lubbock in RV-7A’s and
me had wheels, checked into a motel and went to a sports
bar for hamburgers and beer.

now in my Garmin I monitored Arrival ATIS 125.9 when 20
miles out from Ripon. Great! ATIS was out of order and
other aircraft were talking on ATIS frequency causing more
confusion. I switched to Fisk Approach and was advised to
circle Green Lake, just south west of Ripon. Circling
Green Lake counter clockwise at 1800 ft, and watching for
other aircraft, I made one complete circle and was about to
start another, when Fisk Approach advised that any aircraft
near Ripon and the railroad tracks should immediately
proceed to Fisk. I said to myself “that’s me”. Approach
directed me to runway 18 which was a little different for me
since in the past we always landed on 27. 18 was no
problem. My landing wasn’t the prettiest, but I did land on
the pink dot as requested. I then followed the volunteer to
Vintage parking and parked with all the other Cessna
120/140’s. What a flight! I found out later that the field did
actually close to General Aviation aircraft for awhile due to
lack of parking space.
With the help of Bill Pappas, also from Aero Country, I
was able to get my tent put up and plane unpacked. Then, I
was really ready to chill out with a cool one.

I get a picture with Justin Brammer, the Davenport line guy,
who loaned us his car for the night.

Camp “Wild Thang” in the Vintage area.

At Air Venture, I was able to to meet up with lots of old
and new friends and my son Paul and friend Dan who
arrived Tuesday in a Bonanza. Since the old Warbird Café
was no longer there, it was difficult finding a good place
for breakfast. So I took the school bus to the “North 40”
and the Hilton Inn. While there and in the buffet line I was
able to say hi to Harrison Ford. I told him that I hardly
recognized him with the full beard. He said “good”. I did
get my Garmin GPS updated and purchased a wind sock for
my wanna-be runway in Blue Ridge.
The Lubbock RVers and myself taking in some dinner at
the Davenport sports bar

By mid-morning Sunday, the weather in Oshkosh had
improved some but ceilings were 2000 ft. I departed
Davenport at 11:00 with full tanks bound for Madison,
Ripon and Oshkosh. Ceilings from Madison stayed at 2000
ft and Madison approach now advised Oshkosh was closed.
Having come this far I wasn’t about to give up now, so I
just kept motoring on toward Ripon. With “go to” Ripon
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Come Friday morning early, I had tent and everything
loaded in “Wild Thang”, ready for the trip home. The field
was IFR and closed to VFR departures until it temporally
went VFR at 8:00, giving me just enough time to taxi from
the Vintage area to runway 36, when it went IFR again. I
was second in line to depart when field opened again at
10:00 am with marginal VFR conditions. Departing on
Runway 36, I took an immediate right turn out to avoid
traffic on 27 and headed SE, below the clouds, across Lake
Winnebago. My radar showed that storms and rain were
South of Oshkosh and across my flight path so I followed
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the eastern shore of Winnebago. Heading north
and outside OSH Class D airspace, I circled
around the north side of OSH West toward
Ripon then SW toward home.

Complex Flight Plans
By Klaus Truemper

Ceilings remained at 2000 ft all the way to my
first fuel stop in Davenport, Iowa. Saw Justin
again and thanked him for his hospitality during
my previous stop. Departing Davenport I was
able to climb to 4000 ft, with beautiful cumulus
clouds and a tail wind. In southern Missouri,
Radar showed a storm which I had to skirt
around to the east adding another 50 miles to my
trip. Now getting ahead of the storm, which was
moving SouthWest, I made a quick fuel stop at
Bolivar, Missouri, just north of Springfield.
Called wife Sandy and told her that I would
arrive Aero Country at 9:00 pm and please bring
an adult beverage.
From Bolivar I stayed ahead of the storms,
encountering another rain squall, storm and
lightning to the east of McAlester, OK. Staying
west of this storm, I crossed “Rapidly Rising
Terrain” in south east Oklahoma. Getting dark
now and I could make out the lights at the casino
in Durant. Can now clearly see lights on Hwy
75 leading to Sherman. Now IFR (I follow
roads), past Sherman and south west to Aero
Country. With landing lights on, and on an
extended left base for 17, Sandy later told me
that she knew it was me. Who else could be that
crazy? Touch down at 9:15 pm. Eleven hours
since leaving Oshkosh. Sure was glad to see her
and that adult beverage sure tasted good.

When we fly a complicated route over rugged and sparsely populated
terrain, we would like to file a flight plan that tells the exact route.
Unfortunately, today's format of flight plans was formulated in the
olden age of Telex communication, where each character was
considered an expensive item to transmit. As a result, there is no way to
tell the flight service precisely where we are going, even if we add
some description of the route in the remarks section.
Come the modern way of defining and storing routes to the rescue. In
our case, we use the Garmin Pilot, where the route can be graphically
modified and then displayed with GPS coordinates for each
waypoint. We use that information as follows.
First, we file the regular flight plan, with limited information as
constrained by the current form. We include the phone number of a
contact person who will monitor our flight. That is, upon landing at the
destination, we have agreed to call that person. In the remarks section
of the flight plan, we write "Contact person has graphic map of entire
route."
Next, we take a screen shot of the entire route. It is not necessary that
details of the sectional be readable, as long as the GPS coordinates of
the waypoints can be clearly read. If the route is so complex that it does
not fit with readable waypoints on one screen, we make screenshots of
suitably enlarged sections. We send these screen shots to the contact
person via email.
Now suppose the unthinkable but actually possible happens: We have
a significant problem and the flight terminates in some mishap. When
the plane becomes overdue, the flight service calls the contact person,
who then says, "Let me send you the graphic map of the entire route."
Thus, any rescue effort has precise information where to look.
This approach requires discipline on the part of the pilot. The flight
must adhere to the graphic route, no exception allowed. We accomplish
this by using the autopilot to track the precise heading of each segment.
Complicated? Not really. Important? You will think so if you have to
make an emergency landing in a remote location, with the plane
possibly hidden by trees, and are waiting for the rescuers.
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Upcoming Events
Saturday, Sep 3, 2016
WARBIRDS ON PARADE
Lancaster Regional Airport (KLNC),Lancaster

Be sure to attend CAF Warbirds on Parade at the
Lancaster Airport on Saturday, Sept. 3, 2016 from 9 a.m. to
3 p.m. Countless books and films tell the tale of how
warplanes and those who fought for our freedoms changed
the course of history. CAF Warbirds on Parade gives you an
opportunity to get an up-close look and tour vintage World
War II, Korean and Vietnam-era aircraft.
Website: http://www.contrails.us/caf_dfw_wing/
Saturday, Sep 3, 2016
1st Saturday Coffee and Donut Fly-in,
McKinney National Airport (TKI), McKinney, TX

Let's get together for some fellowship and fun. Let's get
together for some fellowship and fun. EAA Chapter 1246
Pancake Breakfast Fly In (in lieu of normal Coffee & Donut
Fly In / Meeting), 8:30- 10:30, McKinney National Airport
(TKI), located at the maintenance hangar next to the FBO.
Website: http://www.eaa1246.org/coffeeanddonuts.asp
Saturday, Sep 10, 2016
EAA Chapter 1094 Fall Fly-In, Sulphur Springs
Sulphur Springs Municipal Airport (KSLR)

We are holding our annual Fall Fly-In at KSLR in Sulphur
Springs, Texas. No competitions but a lot of food and fun!
Register for the drawing for a prize. We hope to give away
The Claw Tiedown Kit. $5 hamburger/hotdog meal with
serving beginning at 11:00. Land on the grass, the water or
even use the runway! Lots of parking space. Register and
enjoy lunch at the big hangar next to the self-serve fuel
pump. The pump is being updated and the fuel truck is
available.
Website: http://www.1094.eaachapter.org/

Saturday, Sep 24, 2016
Flights of Our Fathers Air Show Fly-In, Terrell
Terrell Municipal Airport (KTRL)

The Flights of Our Fathers Air Show Fly In, benefiting the
No. 1 British Flying Training School Museum, will be held
Saturday, September 24, 2016 at the Terrell Municipal
Airport, just north of IH 20 on SH 34. The annual event
draws thousands of aviation enthusiasts, local and regional
residents to enjoy a full day of events and attractions. There
are activities and events for all ages ranging from a kid's
zone to static displays of military, vintage and new aircraft.
We have several performers lined up, including Randy Ball
of FighterJets Inc. in his Check-Six MiG-17F, the Trojan
Phlyers, and more. Car and motorcycle shows, flyovers of
vintage and modern aircraft and guest speakers will
complete a full day of activities. There's food, of course,
with a pancake breakfast to start things off at 8:30 am.
Visitors can sample entries in the barbecue cook-off
competition or choose refreshments from a variety of other
vendors. Gates open at 8:15 am with the posting of
American, British and Canadian flags, and close at 5 pm.
Tickets are $10 per person or $20 per carload. For more
information, visit www.terrellairport.com or call
972-551-6600.
Website: http://www.terrellairport.com/fly-in.htm
Saturday, Oct 1, 2016
1st Saturday Coffee and Donut Fly-in
McKinney National Airport (TKI), McKinney, TX

Let's get together for some fellowship and fun. We're
having Free coffee and donuts for everyone on the first
Saturday of every month at Chuck Roberts Hangar 2520 in
the McKinney Hangars Association area at the McKinney
National Airport TKI McKinney, TX. Let's gather at 9:00
am. You don't have to be a member to attend. Fly-ins can
ask the tower for directions to the MHOA Hangers. See you
there!
Website: http://www.eaa1246.org/coffeeanddonuts.asp

Saturday - Sunday, Sep 17-18, 2016
Heart Of Texas Airshow
TSTC Waco Airport (KCNW), Waco, TX

One of the best Air Shows in Texas takes to the skies in
Waco September 17-18 this year and headlines FOUR
military demo teams! The Heart Of Texas Airshow is proud
to bring the US Air Force F-16 Viper Demo Team and a
Heritage flight with a P-47 warbird, the US Navy TAC
Demo Team, the USMC MV-22 Osprey in one of only four
performances in the nation, the US Coast Guard SAR demo
celebrating their Aviation Centennial and Shockwave, the
fastest Jet Truck in the world along with a stellar performer
line up and non-stop aviation action. Aviation themed kids
area, vendors, food, exhibits and more for all ages. Bring
the family, spend the day! Discounted tickets now online.

Saturday, Oct 22, 2016
EAA 983 - Pecan Plantation Annual Fall Fly In
Pecan Plantation (0TX1)

Freq 122.975
Rain date Oct 29th

Website: http://www.heartoftexasairshow.com
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For Sale: Sensenich fixed pitch aluminum prop setup for
a O-360 (76" dia 65" pitch, spacer and 12" dia. spinner)
Less than 60hrs since installed new. $2750
Bill Bracken 817-925-4699
For Rent: T hangar at GPM starting Aug 1st
Row
#115 Slick Mags removed from O-360 Lycoming,
For6N
Sale:
$185/mo.
#4371 Impulse (366 hrs), #4370 Non-Impulse (zero hrs),
Billincludes
Bracken 817-925-4699
spacer and harness, will need drive gear for
4370.
4371
$300
- 4370Magneto
$750 OBF
Marvin Brott
For Sale: Impulse
Coupling
Kit $500.00
pmbrott@sbcglobal.net
214-726-9117
1 ea. Slick Magneto Model 4371, 600 Hours

1 ea. Impulse Coupling Spacer
For Sale:
Clark headset
2 ea. David
Long Mounting
Studs TSO $100. Hydraulic
Wing 4jack
for
RV
aircraft
(RV
Easy Lift System). New
ea. Aircraft Spark Plug Leads
condition
–
used
once.
$140.
Tail
4 ea. Aircraft Spark Plugs dragger dragger for RV
or other
tail436
wheel
Norm
Biron 972
5144 aircraft. $125. Tools: Pneumatic and
hand. Just about enough to build an RV or other sheet
For
Sale:
RV-6 Kit.
Empennage
wings
(in and
jig) all
metal
aircraft.
35 items,
mostlycomplete,
from Avery
Tools
and
ailerons
partially
skinned,
wing
has
dual
landing
ready to work. New price for these tools is more than
lights.
Fuselage
in box
and fuselage
jig. Have
$1850.
Sell forkit
$700.
Aircraft
parts, 20-50%
of original
cost: New
plans and 2nd set of recent plans. $15K,
UMA suction gauge , electric boost pump, tachometer,
Ken
Whitehead
214-755-3282.
rod
end bearings,
aluminum tubing, Call or email for list
and
prices.
For
Sale:
MidgetGeorge
MustangKilishek
Projects (972) 250 2906 or
s_kilishek@yahoo.com.
Larry Birdwell ( ldbirdwell@sbcglobal.net )

Two story home with enclosed upstairs patio, two sepa
rate living areas, iron/brick fenced, covered RV parking.
Hanger is 50x34 and has 2 electric automatic doors with
direct access to hanger from house. Well maintained and
For Sale: RAI-6 (formerly Foxtrot 4)
move in ready. Website with pictures: http://
This
is a quickbuild project featured on
mysite.verizon.net/resy4wnc/index.html
Owner:
www.revolutionaviation.net,
known as the RAI-6.
It’sPam
bob_myrick@me.com or 214-729-2260
Realtor:
been
in my
shop for the past
6 years with only a little work
Knieper
at 817-243-8345
/ pam@knieperteam.com
advanced on it (ribs, spar cut-out, etc). It’s a composite,
fast,
low wingfixed
configuration.
Details
aresetup
on thefor
For 4-seater,
Sale: Sensenich
pitch aluminum
prop
website.
or pitch,
instruments
a O 360 No
(76”engine
dia 65”
spacerare
andwith
12”the
dia.package.
spinner).
Asking
$40,000.
Contact
Franknew.
Prokop,
1890 Sawmill
Dr.,
Less than
60hrs since
installed
LOWERED
PRICE
Lucas,
TX
at
214-213-1775.
$1850 - Bill Bracken 817-925-4699
For Sale: Fiber Glass Cloth For Sale Bi directional 8H
satin Weave Aeronautics/Aerospace grade, 13.3 mils
thick, 50” wide, warp strength 562 lbf/in, fill strength 518
lbf/in, 14.43oz/sqyd, compatible with all resins, in origi
nal packaging 125 yard rolls. Comparable price at Air
craft Spruce, over $9/yard. $400 per roll, that’s only
$3.20 per yard to EAA members. Cut lengths $7/linear
yard 50”wide with a $50 minimum. Call Jim Carney 214763-6784.

For Sale: Varieze w/Cont O-200; 100 hours on overhaul.
To place
ad: Submit requests for aviation related For Sale or Want ads to the newsletter
Editors. Ads
are freeSites
to Chapter 168 members. Ads from nonmembers
1350
totalantime
Builder
Web
will be run on a space available basis. Ads will be run at the newsletter Editors discretion.
By Michael Stephan
$14.5k. Leon Rausch 214-349-6024
Pete Miller’s RV-7 smilinpete.com/wp/
Tool Custodian
For Sale: Garmin 396 (Updated). $600 or best offer. Board of Directors
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Pete Miller
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Roberts
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GregSam
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We would like to make you aware
that asofalways,
in past, present, and future, any communications issued by Experimental Aircraft
Association,
168, Inc., regardless of the form,
Young
EaglesChapter
Coordinator
format, and/or media used, which includes, but is not limited to, Hangar Echoes and audio/ video recordings is presented only in the light of a clearing house of ideas, opinions, and per
Jim Quinn
EAA168YoungEagleFlights@gmail.com
sonal experience accounts. Anyone using ideas, opinions, information, etc. does so at their own discretion
and risk. Therefore,
no responsibility or liability is expressed, or implied, and
Flight Advisors
you are without recourse to anyone. Any event announced and/or listed herein is done so as a matter of information only and does not constitute approval, sponsorship, involvement,
Melcontrol
Asberry
972-784-7544
n168tx@flytx.net
Coordinator
or direction of any event (this includes Oshkosh). Bottom line, we are responsible for nothing. Please read, listen, enjoy, andEagles
be careful
out there.
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We would like to make you aware that as always, in past, present, and future, any communications issued by Experimental Aircraft Association, Chapter 168, Inc., regardless of the form, format,
and/or media used, which includes, but is not limited to, Hangar Echoes and audio/ video recordings is presented only in the light of a clearing house of ideas, opinions, and personal experience
accounts. Anyone using ideas, opinions, information, etc. does so at their own discretion and risk. Therefore, no responsibility or liability is expressed, or implied, and you are without recourse to
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includes Oshkosh). Bottom line, we are responsible for nothing. Please read, listen, enjoy, and be careful out there.
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EAA Chapter 168

c/o Sam Cooper
1502 Shannon Place
Carrollton, TX 75006-1517

DALLAS CHAPTER 168 MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION/RENEWAL FORM
New Member
Renewal
Info Change
Membership dues for EAA Chapter
168 are $20/year.
Make checks payable to
EAA Chapter 168
Mail application to:
Sam Cooper
1502 Shannon Place
Carrollton, TX 75006-1517

Name
Copilot (spouse, friend, other)
Address

City!

State!

Phone Home:!

Work

Zip

email address
EAA # !

Exp date:

(Chapter 168 membership requires National EAA membership)

National EAA offices:
Experimental Aircraft Association
EAA Aviation Center
PO Box 3086
Oshkosh, WI 54903-3086
National EAA Membership:
(800) JOIN EAA (564-6322)
Phone (920) 426-4800
Fax: (920) 426-6761

Pilot/A&P Ratings
I am interested in
helping with:

!
!
!
!
!

Plane, Projects (%complete) and Interests:

Fly-Ins
Programs
Newsletter
Young Eagles
Officer

12

